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Slovni vyjadfeni, komentare a pfipominky vedouciho/oponenta:
The general theme of this thesis is the investigation of strong interplay of localized magnetic moments

and conduction electrons, which is known to be responsible for unexpected and exotic physical properties
in several, mostly Rare Earth based, compounds. For this purpose two classes of intermetallic materials
have been prepared, characterized and measured by the candidate; YPd2Al3 and substitution series of
CeRhi.xPdxIn5 and Ce2Rhi.xPdxIn8. With YPd2Al3 a non /-electron counterpart of this well-known Rare
Earth series is investigated for comparative study. In the latter class of materials often a coexistence of
superconductivity and magnetism is found.

The candidate is to be commended for the excellent manuscript which is extremely detailed with
introduction to the physical systems and known results as well as exhaustive description of the basis of the
technical methods that have been employed. The style of the general introduction to each theme is
extremely easy and pleasant to read. The problems are clearly placed in their context.

The first chapters of the thesis cover an introduction to the physical phenomena in Rare Earth
compounds. Magnetism, the RKXY-interaction, Kondo effect, Fermi liquid theory and superconductivity
are briefly discussed, focusing on the relevant issues of the thesis. This theoretical part is followed by a
general overview of the compounds to be investigated. A detailed overview of the used methods for
sample growth and experimental techniques is outlined in chapter 4. It contains a nice pedagogical part
about flux growth.

The second part of the thesis shows the experimental results. Chapter 5 is devoted to YPd2Al3. The
main issue is the superconducting state which is of BCS type. The contradiction between the measured
superconducting transition temperature and the expected value using the McMillan formula is thoroughly
discussed. Chapter 6 shows results on the substitution series CeRhi_xPdxIn5 and Ce2Rhi.xPdxIng.
Interestingly, as pointed out by the candidate, the CeRh^xPdxIns up to x ~ 0.25 (higher ^-values were not
possible yet) is reminiscent to the behavior of stoichiometric CeRhlhs. The superconducting state found
under pressure in CeRnojsPdo^sIns begs for further investigation. Contrary to the previous, the prepared
series of Ce2Rhi.xPdxhi8 show a larger response to Pd-substitution.

In conclusion, this thesis contains a large amount of original material. The clarity of the manuscript is
excellent. The candidate has demonstrated a high degree of expertise in crystal growth and a variety of
experimental methods. The results are explained hi a very satisfactory fashion. I have no hesitation in
recommending that this thesis fulfills the requirements meriting the award of Mgr. from the Charles
University in Prague.

Pripadae otazky pfi obhajobe a namety do diskuze:
hi CeRhi.xPdjJns, antiferromagnetism is suppressed upon increasing substitution level. But what is the

reason of the reduction of Ty7
The superconducting state found under pressure in CeRho^Pdo^Ihs begs for further investigation. The

interesting question arises, if indeed antiferromagnetism and superconductivity coexist on a microscopic
scale?
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